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AL-KO AL-KO

REVOLUTIONARY. UNIQUE.
THE NEW C-TOURER I 145 RB LE SUPERIOR

Maximum comfort, exclusive Liner genes, light weight, all 
with a compact vehicle length of just 7 metres – a unique 
layout like never before!
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195 x 
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x 85 cm

c-tourer I 145 RB LE superior

Let yourself be impressed by having maximum comfort. 
The combination of exclusive Liner genes, a compact vehicle length of just 7 metres and a lightweight vehicle 
is guaranteed to leave nothing to be desired.

 + A-class premium motorhome with gross weight of 3.5 t or 4.5 t possible
 + Available on the Fiat Ducato or Mercedes-Benz Sprinter basic vehicle
 + L-shaped lounge seating area with lift-up side seat bench and 360° living area table
 + Comfort corner kitchen with large work surface and elevated kitchen worktop for visual room partitioning 
and as additional storage

 + Comfort luxury bathroom with separable changing room
 + Large lengthways single beds with access steps
 + Wardrobes with extra-large interior height beneath the lengthways single beds
 + Scooter garage with extra-large interior height
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HIGHLIGHTS
1 Extended and exclusive exterior decor 

with dynamic lines and c-branding 
which is typical of Carthago, including 
superior logo

2 Carthago full LED headlights (dipped 
and main beam) including LED daytime 
driving lights

3 New dynamic designer rear

4 New “innovista” furniture design and new 
“nuovo” world of style – straight design 
lines, handle-less overhead storage 
cabinet flaps in the living area, modern 
contrasts in anthracite black combined 
with high gloss ivory and brilliant ash 
furniture decor

5 32" smart LED TV with wall bracket* 
positioned at a convenient viewing height 
in the entrance area and decorative 
element with stylish laminate look on  
the outer wall of the washroom 

6 Unique double floor with large, heated 
storage compartment, conveniently 
accessible from the inside and the 
outside

* optional

Further and detailed information can be 
found online at www.carthago.com
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